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Multiplicative Thinking (MT) is distinctly different from Additive Thinking (AT) 

(Clark & Kamii, 1996) and to fully master MT is difficult for many students (Van 

Dooren, De Bock, & Verschaffel, 2010). To successfully multiply two two-digit 

numbers one needs to coordinate several aspects of multiplications such as recall of 

multiplication facts and the use of commutative and distributive properties. This study 

aims to examine relationships between calculations and MT among 5
th
 grade students. 

It is a part of the author’s PhD project, which is a longitudinal study following 27 

students during two years, starting in grade 5. The research question for this part of the 

study is ‘How do students, using AT and MT respectively, perform multiplication of 

two two-digit numbers?’  

The students solved  word problems which reflected different multiplicative situations; 

equal groups, arrays and multiplicative comparison, where especially multiplicative 

comparison can reveal if the students use AT or MT (e.g. Clark & Kamii, 1996). Based 

on the students’ work on the text problems they were divided into three groups; 

students using only AT, only MT and students using both AT and MT. In an individual 

interview they also multiplied two two-digit numbers and explained how they carried 

out the computation. The calculation methods were compared between the three 

student groups.  

There seem to be a correlation between the use of AT or MT and calculations with two 

two-digit numbers. The cumbersome method of repeated addition was found only 

among the students who exclusively used AT and the distributive property was never 

used by them.  Another finding was that the same invalid method was used by students 

in all three groups. This method might have been influenced by the addition algorithm, 

since units were multiplied with units, tens with tens and no cross multiplication was 

done.  
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